IDEAL WEEK
FEBRUARY 15-19, 2021
FEATURING SPECIAL INVITED GUESTS

CHARLES WILLIAMS
Jazz Pianist, pianist for The Kansas City Jazz Orchestra, THE Louis Neal Orchestra, and founder of "Genre"
"A Life Well-Lived: My Journey with Jazz"

KURT DOUGLAS
Associate Professor of Dance, Boston Conservatory at Berklee, Dancer, Choreographer, Rehearsal Director - Limon Dance Company
"Finding Self and Freedom Through the Wilderness"

MICHAEL MCELROY
Tony Honoree, Grammy nominated composer and arranger, Professor of Vocal Performance (NYU), Tony nominated Broadway performer and Director of Diversity Initiatives
"How Do We Do Culture and Creativity in Moments of Conflict?"

WARREN WOLF
Multi-instrumentalist, recording artist, educator (Peabody Conservatory and San Francisco Conservatory of Music)
"The Music of African American Vibraphonists"
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